ADVOCACY
Enjoy the **BENEFITS** of our *advocacy work* at all levels of government
Stay up-to-date on **REGULATORY ISSUES** impacting the industry
Develop **RELATIONSHIPS** with influential lawmakers on **CAPITOL HILL** at NAMA’s annual DC Fly-In
Gain invaluable **EXPERIENCE** as an advocate for the industry by participating in **20+ state lobby days**
Engage in grassroots efforts to fight legislation & unfair taxation to **SAVE** the industry **MILLIONS**

INFORMATION
Learn how to **IMPROVE** your operation & gain **industry knowledge** through *InTouch*, NAMA’s quarterly magazine
Tap into industry **news, trends & innovations** with NAMA’s **WEEKLY DIGEST**
Make **informed decisions** based on the latest **research** including the **Industry Census & Economic Impact Study**
Consult **KNOWLEDGE SOURCE PARTNERS** to gain **solutions for your business**

SAVINGS
Receive **DISCOUNTED** registration **FEES** for **webinars**, **The NAMA Show** and **Coffee, Tea & Water Show**
Secure **DEALS** on **SHIPPING, TRAVEL** and more
Purchase **PUBLICATIONS** at a **reduced rate**

EDUCATION
**ELEVATE** your business and advance your career by attending **timely and relevant** pre-conference workshops and education sessions at **The NAMA Show and Coffee, Tea & Water Show**
Advance your career & business with **PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT** including **NAMA’s Supervisory Management Program**
Become an **expert in your field** by taking advantage of the **NAMA Knowledge Center’s online courses and webinars**, at your convenience, 24/7

NETWORK
**BUILD & STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS** with colleagues and industry leaders at NAMA events including **The NAMA Show and Coffee, Tea & Water Show**
**JOIN** member **COMMUNITIES**, like the Emerging Leaders Network and **Women of the Industry**, where you can **engage with peers and share ideas**
RELY on dedicated NAMA staff here to serve you

JOIN NAMA TODAY  888.337.8363 • members@namanow.org • namanow.org

NAMA promotes and protects the advancement of the convenience services industry.